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Malacca Portuguese Creole (MPC) (ISO 639-3; code: mcm), popularly known as Malacca
Portuguese or locally as (Papiá) Cristang, belongs to the group of Portuguese-lexified creoles
of (South)east Asia, which includes the extinct varieties of Batavia/Tugu (Maurer 2013) and
Bidau, East Timor (Baxter 1990), and the moribund variety of Macau (Baxter 2009). MPC
has its origins in the Portuguese presence in Malacca, and like the other creoles in this subset,
it is genetically related to the Portuguese Creoles of South Asia (Holm 1988, Cardoso, Baxter
& Nunes 2012).

In Malacca, intermarriage between the Portuguese, locals (including Malays, Chinese
and Indians), as well as Dutch and English during the subsequent colonial periods, resulted
in a hybrid community whose descendants continue to reside in Malaysia (Baxter 2005). The
largest concentration of MPC speakers in Malaysia is in a village known as the Portuguese
Settlement located on the coast of Malacca, approximately 145 km south of the capital city,
Kuala Lumpur. The Settlement has an estimated population of 1000 people (personal com-
munication with the village head in 2015). The number of fluent MPC speakers has declined
over the years, especially among younger speakers. MPC is ‘the last vital variety of a group
of East and Southeast Asian Creole Portuguese languages’ (Baxter 2012a: 115) and is clas-
sified as one of the endangered languages of Malaysia, by the UNESCO Atlas of the World’s
Languages in Danger (Moseley 2010). However, there are ongoing efforts to revitalise the
language by the community (Pillai, Phillip & Soh 2017). These include language classes at
the Portuguese Settlement and the publication of a teaching book (Singho et al. 2016).

Thus far, the most detailed study on the sound system of MPC is the non-instrumental
description by Baxter (1988) as part of his grammar of MPC. Baxter (1988) outlined the
phonological system of MPC describing the consonant and vowel qualities based on word
positions. Recent instrumental studies of the sounds of MPC (Baxter et al. 2013, Pillai, Chan
& Baxter 2015) provide a more detailed account, indicating that the phoneme inventory has
similarities with Malay. However, MPC differs from Malay as it has lexical stress, and this is
bound to affect its overall prosodic qualities.

For the purposes of this paper, a female native speaker of MPC contributed to our record-
ings. We chose a female speaker because most of the male speakers tended to work outside the
Settlement and thus have more external language contact (see Pillai et al. 2015). The speaker
was 63 years old at the time of the recordings and gave written consent to be recorded. She
grew up and still lives in the Portuguese Settlement. She frequently uses MPC with family
members and others in the Settlement. She is actively involved in revitalisation efforts of
MPC. In terms of education, she completed her secondary school education, and currently
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teaches part-time at the Settlement. Given Malaysia’s multilingual context, she also speaks
the Malaysian variety of English (Pillai 2012) and the national language, Malay.

The speaker was not given a written text but asked to narrate a story based on a series of
pictures which loosely depict ‘The North Wind and the Sun’ story. For the recordings of the
individual words in the consonant and vowel inventories, and other individual words used as
examples, the English equivalent of the words were read out to the speaker, and she was asked
to produce the equivalent word in MPC. This was done because MPC is a spoken variety and
is generally not learnt formally outside the home environment. Thus, giving her written texts
to read would have made it an artificial task, and possibly compromised her production of the
sounds. The words for the consonant and vowel inventories were initially taken from Baxter
(1988), Baxter & de Silva (2004) and Singho et al. (2016). The recordings were carried out
at the speaker’s house in the Portuguese Settlement. Where relevant, the recordings were
acoustically analysed using Praat version 6.0.19 (Boersma & Weenink 2016).

Consonants
The table below presents the consonant inventory of MPC, which essentially constitutes a
subset of the inventory of Standard Malay spoken in Malaysia (Maris 1980), and yet also
could be considered a subset of that of 16th-century Portuguese (Clements 1996).

Bilabial Labio-
dental

Dental Alveolar Post-
alveolar

Retroflex Palatal Velar

Plosive p b t5 d k g
Affricate tS dZ
Nasal m n 6 N
Trill r
Fricative f v s z
Approximant (w) j
Lateral
appoximant l

Note: /w/ is in parenthesis as it occurs infrequently in MPC.

The following words illustrate the consonants of MPC:

p pai pai1 ‘father’

b bai bai ‘to go’

t »t5ij´ tia ‘aunt’

d »dij´ dia ‘day’

k ka»baÁ kabá ‘to end, to finish’

g ga»ba® gabá ‘to praise’

m maN mang ‘hand’

n naN nang ‘don’t!’

1 The spelling conventions used in this paper generally follow Singho et al. (2016).
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6 »6ami nyami ‘yam’

N Nkçn»t®a ngkontrá ‘to meet’

f »fat5u fatu ‘jewellery’

v »nçvi novi ‘nine’

s sçl sol ‘sun’

z »lçnzi lonzi ‘far’

tS »tSe®u cheru ‘smell’

dZ »dZE®u jéru ‘son-in-law’

w »dwent5i dwenti ‘ill’

r »rat5u ratu ‘rat’

j jo yo ‘I’

l lar»gat5u largatu ‘crocodile’

Plosives and affricates
Similar to Malay (Shahidi & Aman 2011) and Malaysian English (Shahidi & Aman 2011,
Phoon, Abdullah & Maclagan 2013), and to Portuguese (Mattos e Silva 1991, Mira Mateus
2003), syllable-initial voiceless stops /p t5 k/ are not aspirated. This lack of aspiration can
be seen in the narration. The average VOTs for word-initial voiceless stops are as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1 VOT of word-initial stops.

Place of articulation Average VOT Words

Bilabial 18 ms papiá [papi»ja] ‘talk’
pasá [pa»sa] ‘pass by’

Dental 34 ms témpu [»t5Empu] ‘time’
teng [t5eN] ‘have’
tezá [»t5eza] ‘tightened’
tirá [»t5i»Ra] ‘take off’

Velar 33 ms kenti [»kent5i] ‘hot’
keng [keN] ‘who’
kung [kuN] ‘and, with’

All plosives occur in syllable onsets as illustrated in the related words in the consonant
inventory. Other examples of plosives occurring in syllable onsets from the recordings of
individual words include:

boka [»bç.k´] ‘mouth’

noiba [»nçi.b´] ‘bride, girlfriend’

bagá [ba.»ga®] ‘slow’

Similar to the variety of Malay spoken in Malaysia (Maris 1980, Zahid & Mahmood
2016), Indonesian (Soderberg & Olson 2008) and Cocos Malay (Soderberg 2014), /t/ is
dental, rather than alveolar (see Clynes & Deterding 2011). Thus, MPC, like Malay, has a
voiceless dental stop and a voiced alveolar stop. This difference in the place of articulation
can be heard in the recordings of the following words:
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tia ‘aunt’ [»t5ij´]
dia ‘day’ [»dij´]

However, in all the productions of the word notri [»nçtRi] ‘north’ in the narration, [t] rather
than [t5] was discernible. This is likely to be due to an assimilative effect of /t/ being in a
consonant cluster preceding a tap /R/.

The affricates /tS dZ/ display a similar distribution, occurring only in syllable onsets as
in the words from the consonant and vowel inventories: cheru [»tSe.®u] ‘smell’, jéru [»dZE.®u]
‘son-in-law’.

Fricatives
The fricatives /f v s z/ occur in word-initial and medial positions, but only /s/ occurs in word-
final position, as in the word kapas [ka»pas] ‘good at doing something’. The fricatives /v/ and
/z/ are rare word-initially but can be found in syllable-initial position in the second syllable of
words. Examples include, salvasang [salv´»saN] ‘salvation’, novi [»nçvi] ‘nine’, kaza [»kaz´]
‘house’ and rezu [»®Ezu] ‘prayer’. In some cases, /b/ and /v/ are used interchangeably: binagri
[bi»nagRi] or [vi»nagRi] ‘vinegar’, in this instance, very likely influenced by English.

Nasals
The nasal consonants /m n 6 N/ occur in syllable onsets. However, /6/ is rare word-initially
as can be discerned from the dictionaries by Baxter & de Silva (2004) and Scully & Zuzarte
(2004). An example of such an occurrence is the word nyami [»6ami] ‘yam’. In word-final
position, only /m n N/ occur: dam [dam] ‘draughts’, kalkun [kal»kun] ‘turkey’ and fesang
[fe»saN] ‘face’, with /m/ and /n/ occuring less frequently than /N/.

The nasals /m n N/ also occur in combination with a homorganic consonant in the fol-
lowing syllable, such as in mpodi [m.»po.di] ‘cannot’ from the recording of the story. Other
examples of such combinations are:

m+b mbes [m.»bes] ‘extremely’

m+p mpoku [m.»po.ku] ‘a little’

n+t nte [n.»t5eÁ] ‘to not have, to not be’

N+g nggoli [N.»go.li] ‘to swallow’

N+k ngkontrá [N.kçn.»t®a] ‘to meet’

n+s nsentu [n.»sen.t5u] ‘one hundred’

The exception to this is the word inférnu [in.»fE®.nu] ‘hell’. In this particular word, the
assimilation of the nasal to the flowing segment does not occur. In some cases, these word-
initial nasals in homorganic clusters are the result of diachronic deletion of /i/ preceding the
nasal consonant.

Approximants
The presence of tap and trill in apparent free variation has been registered, although the
tap was felt to be predominant (Baxter 1988). This is confirmed by our recordings. Baxter
(1988) also noted the weakening and loss of /r/ in syllable-final position, and also a degree of
metathesis involving /r/. In the present study, the speaker also produced the [®] approximant.
This tendency may be due to the influence of English, specifically the Malaysian variety of
English, which uses the post-alveolar approximant.

The tap was observed in syllable-initial consonant clusters, such as in binagri [bi.»na.gRi]
‘vinegar’ and pédra [»pE.dR´] ‘stone’. However, following [t] in such onsets, as in ngkontrá
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[N.kçn.»tRa] ‘to meet’, a slightly devoiced tap, with friction, or the [®] approximant may also
occur. Elsewhere, in word-initial and syllable-initial medial positions, as in floris [»flo.®is]
floris ‘flower’ and jéru [»dZE.®u] jéru ‘son-in-law’, [®] is frequent. Yet, as seen in the narration,
it may alternate with the tap in these positions, as for example in rópa [»Rç.p´] ‘clothes’
and tirá [»t5i.Ra] ‘take off’. In syllable-final position, however, the [®] approximant occurs, in
both internal or word-final syllables, as in nférnu [n.»fE®.nu] ‘hell’ and bagá [ba.»ga®] ‘slow’,
respectively, where it may be substantially reduced, or deleted with slight vowel lengthening.

The lateral approximant /l/ occurs in syllable onsets and coda positions such as in the
following words in the story:

logu [»lo.gu] ‘will’

lus [lus] ‘light’

olá [o.»la] ‘to see’

sol [sçl] ‘sun’

eli [»e.li] ‘he, she’

alegrá [a.le.»gRa] ‘to be happy’

falá [fa.»la] ‘to say’

falasang [fa.la».saN] ‘conversation’

The average F2 value is relatively high for these words, at 1504 Hz, and thus, far apart from
the F1 which had an average of 432 Hz, suggesting a clear /l/ (see Ladefoged 2003).

The approximants /w/ and /j/ occur word-initially and medially:

yo [ jo] ‘I’

raya [»®aj´] ‘stingray’

wésti [»wEst5i] ‘west’

As single consonant onsets, they are extremely restricted in word-initial position, with /j/
occurring frequently only in yo [ jo] ‘I’, and [w] in the infrequent word westi. However, they
are more frequent as the second element of word-initial onsets containing consonant clusters,
such as in the words siumi [»sju.mi] ‘jealousy’, nyami [»6ja.mi] ‘yam’ and dwenti [»dwen.t5i]
‘ill’.

Vowels
MPC has eight vowel phonemes, /i e E ´ a u o ç/, shown in the vowel chart and Figure 1.
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Figure 1 MPC F1/F2 vowel space.

The following words illustrate the vowels of MPC:

i »bitSu bichu ‘worm, caterpillar’

e be»be bebe ‘to drink’

E »pEdR´ pedra ‘stone'

´ »nçib´ noiba ‘bride, girlfriend’

a ba»ga® bagar ‘slow’

u »butSu buchu ‘belly’

o bos bos ‘you’

ç »bçk´ boka ‘mouth’

As can be seen in the vowel charts, the two high front vowels, /i/ and /e/, are relatively
close to each other in the vowel space. The vowel /a/ is produced more centrally. Orthographic
<a> is unstressed in word-final positions and, in such cases, tends to be produced as /´/, for
example, in the words fosa [»fçs´] ‘strong’ and ropa [»Rçp´] ‘clothes’ in the narration.

Pillai et al. (2017) have found an acoustically verifiable distinction between the produc-
tion of the vowels /e/ and /E/, and between /o/ and /ç/ by speakers in their study, confirming
the early non-instrumental accounts of Baxter (1988) and Hancock (2009). Initially, Baxter
(1988) suggested that the use of either vowel in these two sets of vowels may be broadly influ-
enced by vowel harmony with the height of the final vowel influencing the preceding vowel,
as in noiba [»nçib´] ‘bride, girlfriend’, boka [»bçk´] ‘mouth’ and pedra [»pEdR´] ‘stone' (see
Figure 1 for the relative degrees of vowel height).

Yet, subsequent work (Baxter 2012b) has identified the process as restricted to a minor
set of word pairs that contain an etymological gender distinction for human referents, derived
from Portuguese gender inflection, such as in words like bemféta [b´m»fEt´] ‘pretty’ and
bemfetu [b´m»fetu] ‘handsome’, wherein /E/ precedes the word-final lower vowel /´/ in words
of feminine gender, and /e/ precedes the word-final high vowel /u/ in words of masculine
gender.

A final point of interest is that vowels in stressed word-final open syllables may be glot-
talized. An example of this is the word kabá [ka»baÁ] ‘to end, to finish’ and nte [n»t5eÁ] ‘to not
have, to not be’. However, the distribution of this variable phenomenon is not clear at this
stage and thus requires further research.

There are three main diphthongs in MPC:

/ai/ pai [pai] ‘father’

bai [bai] ‘to go’

/çi/ noiba [»nçib´] ‘bride, girlfriend’

/au/ kauzu [»kauzu] ‘cause, business’
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At this point in time, it is unclear if there is a vowel+vowel sequence in the same syllable
or if there is a /j/ between the two vowels, as has been observed for Malaysian English (Pillai
2014) for words like dia [»di.j´] ‘day’ and tia [»t5i.j´] ‘aunt’ from the consonant wordlist, and
papiá [pa.pi.»ja] ‘to talk’ and friu [»fRi.ju] ‘cold’ in the narration. The same phenomenon
occurs in Standard Malay, where dia ‘he, she’ is realised as two syllables, i.e. [di.j´] or [di.ja]
(Teoh 1994).

Stress
The stress markings were assigned on the basis of auditory impressions of the recordings
with reference to their spectrograms and in consultation with the speaker. With regard to the
spectrograms of the recordings, it appears that the stressed syllable is longer and has a higher
intensity compared to the unstressed ones. However, these correlates were more noticeable
in the recordings of the word list than in the narration, where it was not always immediately
obvious which syllable was being stressed. Broadly speaking, although stress is identifiable
in non-monosyllabic words in the word lists, there are monosyllables that are stressed in the
narration. In such cases, content monosyllables rather than function ones (e.g. prepositions,
tense-aspect particles, determiners or quantifiers) are more likely to be stressed. An example
of a stressed monosyllable is sol [sçl] ‘sun’ in the narration. The need for further work on the
acoustic correlates and perception of stress in MPC is warranted, especially as there is a lack
of lexical stress in Malaysian English and no lexical stress in the Malaysian variety of Malay
(Zanten & van Heuven 2004, Mohd. Don, Knowles & Yong 2008). It is also unclear how
important or new information is marked in MPC. In both Malay and Malaysian English, there
appears to be hardly any difference in the type of pitch accent on new and given information
(Gut & Pillai 2014).

In general, MPC has a large number of words displaying penultimate syllable stress, as
in kaza [»ka.z´] ‘house’, floris [»flo.®is] ‘flower’. This is especially the case in words ending
in a vowel, provided they are not verbs. A second large class of words, principally verbs, take
final-syllable stress, for example, kumí [ku.»mi] ‘to eat’, olá [o.»la] ‘to see’ and kabá [ka.»baÁ]
‘to end, to finish’. However, even in cases where we may predict word-final stress, such as in
the case of verbs, the speaker sometimes stresses the first syllable in the following verbs in
the narration of the story:

falá [»fa.la] ‘to say’ (three out of six occurrences)

faze [»fa.ze] ‘to make’ (all three instances)

tezá [»t5e.za] ‘tightened’ (one instance)

Baxter (1988) noted that there may be a shift from the final to the penultimate syllable
for verbs if a stressed syllable follows in the next word. This only occurred in the case of the
following two words in the narration:

• faze, which was always followed by the word isti [»is.ti] ‘this’
• sinti [»sin.t5i] ‘feeling’, which was followed by the words mas kenti [ ‹mas ‹ken.t5i]

‘very hot’

A subsequent, exploratory study (Baxter 2012c) found that final syllable stress in verbs
is conditioned by several factors. The more prominent of these were phonological: an imme-
diately following pause, and question intonation, both favouring word-final stress. However,
morpho-syntactic factors also favoured final syllable stress: transitivity of the verb (intran-
sitives being especially favourable), type of verb theme (verbs with final /i/ and /e/ being
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particularly favourable), and presence of an auxiliary verb. Nevertheless, this issue of stress
assignment in verbs requires further investigation.

Transcription of recorded passage
The passage is a narrated story based on ‘The North Wind and the Sun’.

Orthographic version
Ungua dia, béntu notri kung sol, teng mpoku falasang. Béntu notri ja falá, “Keng mas fosa.”
Témpu isti dos ta papiá, ungua omi ja pasá. Béntu notri ja falá kung sol, “Beng nos olá keng
mas fosa.” Béntu notri falá,“Yo logu frufá mazianti. Yo logu faze isti omi tirá sa ropa.” Eli ja
frufá muitu fos a. Isti omi ta fiká mas friu. Mas eli frufá mas friu isti omi ja abrasá sa ropa.
Eli ja falá eli mpodi faze isti omi tirá sa ropa. Sol ja ri. Agora, sol ta falá, “yo logu faze isti
omi tirá sa ropa.” Sol ja tezá sa lus. Aki omi ta sinti mas kenti. Eli mpodi aguentá, ja tirá sa
ropa. Agora sol muitu alegrá. Bentu notri ja falá ke sol, “Bos mas fose di yo.”

Phonetic transcription
»Nw´ »dij´ñ »bEnt5u »nçtRi kuN »sçlñ t5eN m»poku fal´»saNññ »bEnt5u »nçtRi dZ´ fa»la keN mas
»fçs´ññ »t5Empu »ist5i »dos t5´ papi»jañ »Nwa »çmi dZ´ pa»saññ »bEnt5u »nçtRi dZ´ »fala kung »solñ
»beN nos o»la »keN mas »fos´ññ »bEnt5u »nçtRi fa»la »jo »logu fu»fa mazi»jantiññ »jo »logu »faze
»ist5i »çmi t5i»®a s´ »®çp´ññ e»li dZ´ fu»fa »muit5u »fçs´ññ »ist5´ »çmi » t5´ fi»ka »mas »f®ijuññ »mas
e»li fu»fa »mas »f®iju »ist5i »çmi dZa abR´»sa s´ »®çp´ññ »eli dZ´ fa»la e»li m»podi »faze »ist5i »çmi
t5i»Ra s´ »Rçp´ññ »sçl dZ´ »®iññ a»gç®´ñ »sçl t5́ »fala »jo »logu »faze »ist5i »çmi t5i»Ra s´ »®çp´ññ »sçl
dZ´ »t5eza s´ »lusññ a»ke »çmi t5´ »sint5i »mas »kent5iññ e»li m»podi agwen»t5añ dZ´ »t5i»Ra s´ »®çp´ññ
a»gçR´ »sçl »muitu ale»gRaññ »bEnt5u »nçtRi dZ´ »fala k´ solñ »bos mas »fçs´ di joññ

English translation
One day, the north wind and the sun, were having a small conversation (chat). The north wind
said, ‘Who is stronger?’ At the time these two were talking, a man passed by. The north wind
said to the sun, ‘Come let’s see who is the stronger.’ The north wind said, ‘I will blow first. I
will make this man take off his clothes.’ He blew very strongly. This (the) man became very
cold. The more he blew coldly, this (the) man embraced (held together) his clothes. He said
that he could not make this man take off his clothes. The sun laughed. Now, the sun says,
‘I will make this man take off his clothes.’ The sun tightened the light (shone brightly). The
man is feeling very hot. He cannot tolerate it, he took off his clothes. Now the sun is very
happy. The north wind said to the sun, ‘You are stronger than me.’
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